BGMEA University of Fashion & Technology (BUFT) arranged a seminar entitled **Industrial Ecology: Social and Environmental Perspective** at its auditorium on 26th January; 2016. The purpose of this seminar was to understand two very important aspects of systematic analysis of Industrial Ecology viz. **Social and Economic Studies** and **Resource Studies**.

Dr. Mohammad Sujauddin, Associate Professor, BUFT delivered an introductory speech highlighting the aforementioned aspects along with a very brief introduction about the invited speakers. The first speaker of the seminar was Ms. Debra Efroymson. She is a Harvard based scholar and currently a Regional Director of Health Bridge. Ms. Debra emphasized on social perspective and her lecture title was **"Does Women’s employment empower women?"** The last speaker of the seminar was Professor Dr. Mohammad Mosharraf Hossain, Institute of Forestry and Environmental Sciences of Chittagong University. Dr. Mosharraf explained the resource use and efficiency and his lecture title was **"Resource Hunger and Resource Efficiency: Anthropocene - the Age of Humans"**. An interesting Q&A session added another dimension to the seminar.

Professor Dr. Syed Masud Husain, Vice Chancellor of BUFT chaired and glorified the seminar. In conclusion, he delivered a wonderful speech highlighting the key points of both lectures. He thanked both the speakers for their kind presence and excellent lecture. Professor Dr. Engr. Ayub Nabi Khan, Pro-VC was also present during the seminar. Faculty members and students of BUFT and other universities joined the seminar.